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Venue:

Old Prison Hasselt University 
Local Organizers: Prof. Dr. Frank Uwe Renner, Prof. Dr. Bart Cleuren

Morning

8:00 am – 9:00 am Welcome Coffee and Registration Aula Louis Verhaegen 

9:10 am – 11:00 am  Welcome by the BPS President          

 Plenary Presentations

 Ulrike Diebold – TU Wien:                        
 Surface Science: Research at the Interface of Physics, 
 Chemistry, and Materials

 Roberto Buizza - Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna:  
 Noise and Butterflies: Weather and Climate Prediction in a 
 World of Uncertainties 

11:00 am Presentation of Scientific Publisher Springer 

11:10 am – 12:30 pm Young Speakers Contest
 3 pre-selected presentations 

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch and Poster Session (Part 1)  Foyer
 (Soup, Sandwiches, Desserts)    

Afternoon

13:30 – 14:00 Plenary Presentation: Nick Schryvers, University of Antwerp: Aula Louis Verhaegen
 “Belgium Celebrates 200 Years of the Metric System”

14:00 – 15:00 Poster Session (Part 2) 
 Poster prizes are awarded to the best contributions Foyer

15:00 – 17:20 Parallel Sessions Oude Gevangenis
• Condensed Matter, Nano, Plasma, and Geophysics Aula Louis Verhaegen

• Fundamental Interactions, Astro, Particle Aula Louis Roppe 
and Nuclear Physics

• Quantum Physics, Atoms and Optics Mathematical  FR -1.01 
and Statistical Physic Biophysics

• Physics and Education FR -0.05

17:30 – 18:00 Prize awards and closing remarks Aula Louis Verhaegen
 Followed by reception



Young Speaker Contest 2021
Finalists + abstracts

Spencer Jolly (ULB)
Space-time structured ultrafast light beams

Abstract:
“Lasers have become an increasingly useful part of science and 
technology, both for basic research and for our everyday lives. 
Since the lasers invention 60 years ago we have produced 
lasers with ultrashort pulse lengths, and we have shaped lasers 
both spatially and temporally to improve their performance for 
applications like micro-machining and telecommunications. 
Recently there have been advancements in the description of 
even-more-exotically shaped laser pulses that are simultaneous-
ly and inseparably shaped in space and time. I will discuss the 
basics of these space-time structured ultrafast light beams and 
how they may be used in basic science and applied to different 
problems in technology.”

Sophie Rosu (ULIEGE)
Apsidal motion in massive eccentric binaries in NGC 6231

Abstract:
The very young and rich open cluster NGC 6231 hosts a rich 
population of O-type binary stars. We study several of these ec-
centric short-period massive eclipsing binaries and assess their 
fundamental parameters (e.g. masses, radii, effective tempera-
tures, luminosities). To this aim, we use both spectroscopic and 
photometric observations of the systems. The properties of these 
systems make them interesting targets to study tidally induced 
apsidal motion. The analysis of apsidal motion offers a powerful 
means to obtain information about the internal structure of the 
stars, which is otherwise difficult to get. Indeed, since the rate of 
apsidal motion in a binary system is proportional to the internal 
structure constants (a global measure of the density contrast 
between the stellar core and external layers) of the stars compo-
sing it, its value gives direct insight into the internal structure and 
evolutionary state of these stars. Stellar evolution models are 
constructed based on the observationally-determined funda-
mental parameters and a theoretical rate of apsidal motion is 
inferred. The results are striking: adopting standard stellar evo-
lution models yields a theoretical rate of apsidal motion much 
larger than the observational value. This discrepancy results 
from the standard models predicting too low an efficiency of 
internal mixing and thus stars having a too low density contrast. 
By enforcing the theoretical rates of apsidal motion to match 
the observational values, enhanced mixing is required, through 
a large overshooting parameter and/or additional turbulent/
rotational mixing. Our analysis leads to the conclusion that the 
convective cores in those massive stars must be more extended 
than anticipated from standard models.

Professor Ulrike Diebold is a world-renowned scientist in the interdisciplinary field 
of Surface Science, covering condensed matter physics, physical chemistry and catalysis, materials 
science, and nanoscience. In particular, she has contributed greatly to the understanding of atomic-
scale surface structure and electronic surface structure of metal oxides as well as fundamental insight 
in kinetics of chemical reactions. Ulrike Diebold is Professor of Surface Science at TU Wien, Austria, 
and also a member of the Department of Physics at Tulane University in New Orleans, USA. She is 
also a recipient of several international awards, including two Advanced Research Grants from the 
European Research Council (ERC), the Adamson Award of the American Chemical Society, and the 
Wittgenstein Prize, the highest research award in Austria.

Professor Roberto Buizza has worked for many years as Head Scientist of the 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) which is an independent 
intergovernmental organisation located in UK. He was key developer of the ECMWF medium-
range/monthly ensemble, considered the most accurate and reliable source of global forecasts for 
this time range. He was leading the group that completed the ensemble ocean reanalyses that are 
key to understand climate trends. As a Full Professor of Physics at the Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 
in Pisa, he became recently part of an inter-university research centre that addresses the impact of 
climate change on society and sustainability. Roberto Buizza is an Elected Fellow of the UK Royal 
Meteorological Society and the UK Institute of Physics, and serves on many international scientific 
Review and Advisory Panels.



Nicolas Preud’homme (ULIEGE) 
Model of cohesion in granular materials with numerical simulations

Abstract:
When comparing the flow of cohesive and non-cohesive powders, one clearly sees differences in the dynamics of both powders. For 
example, sugar (a non-cohesive powder) flow in a completely different way than flour (a cohesive powder). The lack of knowledge 
on the basic mechanisms that make a powder cohesive adds further complexity to the interpretation of this effect. We aim at under-
standing what makes the flow of cohesive powders so particular. The effect of cohesion on the flow of cohesive powders is investiga-
ted in a 2D rotating drum using DEM simulations. A simplified model of intermediate range attraction between grains (i.e. cohesion) 
has been used in order to reproduce the flow of electrostatic or wet granular materials. Significantly different flow behaviors are 
observed when cohesion is added. Plug flow appears in the rotating drum for a wide range of rotation speeds when cohesion 
becomes sufficiently strong. We propose a measurement of surface flow fluctuations to quantify the strength of cohesion, inspired by 
the previous observation of plug flow. Then, we make use of the results to include the effect of cohesion into a theoretical flow model 
(Dury et al. [1]). A good agreement is obtained between theory and numerical measurements of the granular bed’s dynamic angle 
of repose (see Figure 1) which allows us to propose a method for estimating the microscopic cohesion between grains based on the 
measurement of surface fluctuations.

Figure 1: Measurement of the granular bed’s dynamic angle of repose Θ as a function of the strength of cohesion given
by the granular Bond number which is defined as the ratio between the maximum attraction force between two grains
and the weight of one grain. Measurements have been performed for different rotation speeds of the drum ω. Dashed
lines correspond to the model predictions. Inset: model for the flow of cohesive granular materials with the different
forces applied on an aggregate of flowing grains.

References
[1] D. C.M. and R. G.H., “Boundary effects on the angle of repose in rotating cylinders,”
 Phys. Rev. E, vol. 57, no. 4, pp. 4491 - 4497, 1998.



CONDENSED MATTER, NANO, PLASMA AND GEOPHYSICS  ROOM Louis Verhaegen
Chairs: Prof. Benoit Hackens

 Session Keynote
15:00   Christoph Stampfer, RWTH Aachen
 Bilayer graphene quantum dots 

 Invited Talk 
15:45  Bertrand Dupé, ULiège 
 Combining Topological Magnetism and Superconductivity

16:15  Danila Amoroso, ULiège: 
 Topologically non-trivial spin-textures and multiferroicity in 2D nickel dihalides

16:30  Pascal Gehring , UCLouvain
 Measuring the thermoelectric properties of single molecules

16:45  Piero Antonio Ferrari Ramirez, KULeuven: 
 Electronic radiative cooling of cobalt clusters

17:00  Stefan Marinković, ULiège
 Electronic Erosion in Complex Oxides

17:15  Session end
   
17:30  Plenary: Prize Awards and Closing ROOM Louis Verhaegen

FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS, ASTRO, PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS  ROOM Louis Roppe
Chair:  Profs. Alberto Mariotti and Nicolas Boulanger

 Invited Talk 
15:00  Evgeny Skvortsov, UMons
 Title: Higher-Spin and Condensed matter 
 
15:30  Magdalena Sieniawska, UCLouvain 
 Gravitational waves: recent and future detections

16:00  Cintia. T. Willemyns, UMons
 A large Nc approach to the study of spin effects in low-energy electron-nucleon scattering 
 with two-photon exchange

16:15 – 16:30 Julien Toucheque, UCLouvain: 
 A Reduced basis for CP violation in SMEFT at colliders and its application to Diboson production

16:30 – 16:45 Yannis Georis, UCLouvain: 
 Mapping the viable parameter space for testable leptogenesis

16:45 – 17:00 Mostafa Mahdavi, ULB 
 Evidence for off-shell Higgs production and the measurement of its width at CMS

17:15  Session end

AfternoonSessions



QUANTUM PHYSICS, OPTICS AND ATOMIC PHYSICS ROOM FR-1.01
MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS  and BIOPHYSICS
Chair: Profs. Milos Nesladek and Bart Cleuren

Session Keynote
15:00 Kristiaan De Greve, IMEC 
 Atomic scale imaging of moire superlattices: advanced electron microscopy 
 for in-situ imaging of Van der Waals heterostructures

15:45 Guillaume Vanhaele, ULiège 
 Triple-NOON states with Bose-Einstein condensates in high-dimensional mixed regular-chaotic phase spaces

16:00 Matthieu Génévriez, UCLouvain
 Characterization of the Rydberg states of a molecular ion using a quantum-control optical scheme

16:15 Arnaud Dochain, UCLouvain
 Differential Cross Sections for Na++O - mutual neutralization

16:30 Lorena Ballesteros Ferraz, UNamur 
 Geometrical interpretation of the argument of weak values of general observables

16:45 Stefan Knippenberg, UHasselt
 Multiscale modeling reveals the influence of lipid membrane phases on the optical properties
 of embedded probes

17:00 Reza Tavakoli Dinani, UHasselt
 Quantum Magnetometry

17:15 Session end

AfternoonSessions

EDUCATIONAL PHYSICS  – ROOM FR-0.05

15:00 -17:20  A workshop on Problem Based Learning (PBL) in physics
 by Prof. Kathleen Denolf from Hasselt University



Corona measures relating to events at Hasselt University
Wearing a face mask is mandatory:
• When moving around indoors (all University buildings, across campus).
• When seated in the auditorium, classroom and on the Agora.
• On the outside terrace of the Campus restaurant when keeping a social distance (1.5 m) is not possible.

Wearing a face mask is not needed when seated in the Campus restaurant.



Bert Jorissen, UAntwerpen 1
Tight-Binding models for strain in TMDs 

Andrea Valencia Ramirez, UHasselt 2
Atomic Force Microscopy and Force Spectroscopy study of corrosion inhibitor films  

Bryan Renard, UNamur 3
Geometrical description of weak values in terms of the Hopf fibration  

Emerick Guillaume, UHasselt 4
Growth mechanism of CVD diamond 

Helena Carvajal Gallego, UMons 5 
Atomic data calculations in Ce V-X ions based on a multi-platform modelling for the study of early kilonova 
emission from neutron star mergers 

Lennart Fernandes, UAntwerpen 6
Gaussian trajectory description of fragmentation in an isolated spinor condensate 

Lorenzo Cimino, UMons 7
Envelope theory for systems with different particles

Matthew Houtput, UAntwerpen 8
Understanding the effect of beyond-Fröhlich interactions on large polarons  

Michelle Rodrigues, KULeuven  9
Study of Electric Field Application on Ferromagnetic/Ferroelectric Interface in Fe/PMN PT Multiferroic 
Heterostructures using Nuclear Resonant Scattering of Synchrotron Radiation  

Orazio Zapparrata, ULB / Pierre Auger Collaboration 10
Simulations of the time evolution of the behavior of the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory 

Pham Thanh Trung, UNamur  11
Higher-indexed Moiré patterns and surface states of MoTe2/graphene heterostructure grown by molecular beam epitaxy  

Savorianakis Grégory, UMons 12 
Synthesize of thermochromic VO2 Thin Film Coupling with Gold Nanoparticles for 
a Temperature-dependent Plasmonic Signal  

Sébastien Gamrath, UMons  13
Systematic Calculations of Oscillator Strengths in Moderately Charged Heavy Ions for
the Spectral Analysis of Hot White Dwarfs

Poster Competition



Poster Session

Cédric Vanhoolandt, UNamur  14
Training in the inhibition of dominant heuristics in physics and education 

Clémentine Dassy, UCLouvain 15
Deformed Hopfion-Rañada knots in ModMax Electrodynamics  

Laure Bar, ULB   16
Interplay between lipid phase and surface energy in solid supported membrane formation:
a nanoscale study by QCM-D and AFM 

 
Patrick Palmeri, UMons  17
Universal formulae for ionization potential and K-threshold plasma shifts of interest in X-ray astronomy 

Serghei Klimin, UAntwerpen 18
Collective excitations in one- and two-band fermionic superfluids at nonzero temperatures

Clément Dupont, UNamur  19
The Cheshire Cat Hidden in the Three-Box

Mauricio Suarez-Duran, ULB 20
The upgrade of the Pierre Auger Observatory (AugerPrime) 

Louise Desplat, UStrasbourg  21
Mechanism for ultrafast Electric-field driven skyrmion nucleation

 
Dietrich Elst, UAntwerpen 22
Dielectric function method for graphene heterostructures     
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